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A Word from the Editor
!By the time this edition of goldenhorseshoe

reaches your mailbox, I hope that #plant17 is
wrapping up for you. This spring has certainly
brought challenges around the ‘horseshoe and
across the province, and it will be nice to put
that behind us and to look forward to summer
learning opportunities.

!Inside you will find info about FarmSmart Expo,

the Peel Environmental Farm Tour, the SCCC’s
Summit on Soil Health and Ontario Forage Expo.
There are many events coming up in
neighbouring counties too, so watch the
website for more details, mark your calendars,
and make sure to get out for some great info
and networking.

!This edition also highlights the retooled Forage

Masters program. The competition deadline of
15Jul will be here before you know it, so if you
are a forage producer take a look at the SelfAssessment package, either online or in hard
copy, to be sure you have what you need. Visit
the OSCIA website for more info, or contact the
Regional Director in your county, Steve Sickle,
Provincial Director, or myself you’re your
questions.

!Here’s hoping for more cooperative weather for
the rest of the growing season,

Janice J.

(h) 519-856-2591 (c) 519-994-8619
E: ghscia@hotmail.com
T: @GHSCIA
W: www.ghscia.me

!
!

Contact your local/county secretary for Ontario Soil &
Crop Improvement Association membership rates.
Undeliverable Canadian mail return to:
Golden Horseshoe Soil & Crop Improvement
Association address above

!
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Provincial
Director Greetings:!
!
Using Auto-Rut Spraying Wheat
I’ve had lots of time to think since I don’t have to steer – just
put tires in the rut and go to apply fungicide to wheat this
year. While the spring has been wet, if we don’t get a bit
more rain soon, seed trenches will open up and crusting will
prevent emergence. The sins of the wet weather may soon
show through if things don’t stay a little damp.
Spring training on governance and membership engagement
for regional Presidents and Provincial Directors was well done
and well received by all who could attend. Networking allows
us to put faces to names across the province, and one certain
outcome is better ongoing communications between the
provincial board and the regions.
GHSCIA has initiated a cover crop project to investigate the
economics of long term cover crops across a variety of soil
types and cropping practices within the Region. Watch for reporting of early results later this year.
I am looking forward to the summer meeting in Perth, providing an opportunity to see what’s going
on in a different part of the province, and to get to know the folks in other regions a little better.
Hoping the rest of #plant17 goes well for everyone,
Steve Sickle

!
!
!

GHSCIA President’s Message
Spring 2017 has been the opposite of the spring we saw in 2016. This season has seen wet and has
had cooler than usual temperatures with few planting opportunities. These conditions were seen all
over southern Ontario and have created many challenges. The good news is; most wheat crops are
looking excellent as a result of this weather. Moving forward into summer, hopefully we will see
some warmer, drier weather. Especially for the hay growers.
I hope many of you Soil and Crop members take the time to attend some of the many events
happening this summer such as the Farm Expo held in Elora.
Have a great summer and a productive crop year.
Gary Mountain

!
!
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Around the Horseshoe!
Peel SCIA Bus Tour
It was a rainy day, but about 25 hardy folks still enjoyed a great bus tour to York Region and over
towards Peterborough, organized by the Peel SCIA on April 4, 2017 . First stop was Brooks Farm
Market in Mount Albert. It’s become a big operation, with the recent store expansion to retail
products, along with agri-tourism, pick your own, as well as traditional grain crop operations. The
market hosted a pancake brunch for the group before heading out. Next stop was Joe Hickson’s
seed operation. The farm’s been in the family for several generations and the seed business was
built over thirty years. Final stop for the day was Thompson’s in Pontypool where the group learned
about what’s involved in bulk sales, primarily to Asia.

!

Haldimand SCIA Spring Grower Meeting
Haldimand’s annual Spring Grower Meeting had a soil health theme this year. About 30 people came
out to hear Aaron McQueen, a local agronomist, talk about the importance of soil sampling and
analysis. OMAFRA’s Christine Brown and Jake Munroe talked about the impact of compaction on soil
health and the overall decline in the health of our agricultural soils over time, as well as best
practices to build and maintain healthy soil environments. They brought with them OMAFRA’s
rainfall simulator to demonstrate the impact of compaction and tillage on a variety of soil types
and slopes. The meeting and topic were timely as much soil erosion and brown water could be
noted on the way to the meeting, due to current weather.

!
!

OSCIA Program Updates

!

Species at Risk Program is offered again! Retroactive to April 1.2017 for eligible projects. Full
details on OSCIA website—could we include the link?
Intakes for GF2 are now closed. Approved projects must be completed by Dec 15 and claims
submitted by Jan 15/18.

!

Workshops are ongoing and will be offered throughout 2017 until March 2018. This is an excellent
opportunity to update EFP, GYFP and biosecurity workshops in order to be ready for the next 5 year
Ag Policy Framework which comes into effect April 1. 2018. Watch the OSCIA website for details.
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Continuing the Farming Tradition!
Wrightway Farms, Caledon Ontario!

!

As Natalie Vink and Ryan Wright are taking on more of the responsibilities at Wrightway Farms, they
become the 7th generation in his family to farm here. This young couple operates one of only 19
dairy farms remaining in Peel Region, according to the 2016 Census of Agriculture.
Ryan’s grandparents, Irene and Harold Wright, moved to the home farm location in 1940, where
they raised five children, grew corn, wheat and forage, and started milk production during World
War II. In 1955, they added 55 acres from the neighbouring lot and were milking about 40 cows in a
tie-stall operation. Wrightway Farms was one of the first in area to grow soybeans, starting in the
1950’s on 30” rows. At that time soys were grown for exclusively for forage or feed, as no crushing
market existed then.
A partnership was formed with sons Roy and Keith (Ryan’s dad) in 1972, following the addition of a
milking parlour in 1967 for milking a herd of 50 cows. Ryan’s uncle Lloyd started his own equipment
repair business operating at the home farm, servicing the farm’s equipment as well as that of many
area farmers. The grain storage was added in 1980 and a dryer in the early 1990’s. A further
expansion saw the addition of the lot on the other side of the home farm in 1996 (now Ryan &
Natalie’s farm), and in planning for succession of the farm to Ryan, additional dairy quote was
purchased in 2010.
continued on page 6…
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continued from page 5…
While Natalie grew up on a large dairy operation near Exeter, and did chores as a typical farm kid,
she initially was headed for an off-farm career in fashion design. It was in grade 12 that she
realized that career would lead her towards city life and away from the farm values and rural life
she really wanted. It was then that she decided to pursue a career in farming and enrolled at
Ridgetown.
Ryan and Natalie currently milk 60 cows in the new, state-of-the-art barn commissioned in June
2016. They use a Lely automated milking system, and have seen production increase from 30L/
cow/day to 42 on average. They attribute this to the improved cow comfort due to the new design
– better airflow and temperature control, automated manure management with alley scrapers and
access to the automated milking system and feed constantly. This improvement translates to their
herd evaluation as well, as they constantly find themselves in the 95th percentile, although Ryan
says they have never fed this much before!
This young couple shares the workload based on their strengths and interests. Natalie, who grew up
on a large dairy farm near Exeter, looks after the ‘computers and the calves’. She also manages the
farm’s Twitter account. Ryan does feed, breeding, and shares the crop production with his uncle
and his dad, who are still involved but scaling back. They are feeding Total Mixed Ration (TMR)
consisting of their own haylage, corn silage, dry corn and dry hay with protein and mineral
supplement that they purchase. Grain and forage are grown on the just over 1000 acres they
currently crop, about 250 acres are owned and the rest rented, all currently within Caledon.
Wrightway Farms typically grow a corn-soy-wheat
rotation, with some mixed grain as well as alfalfa forage.
They typically seed mixed grain after wheat as a cover
crop, but will also use bin run oats and barley as cover.
Ryan likes to overwinter the cover, then plow down before
planting corn. They have success with this and have
accessed the Credit Valley Conservation/Toronto and
Region Conservation Authority cover crop grant to support
this approach. All manure is applied after wheat, before
the mixed grain, so it fertilizes the cover crop and
nutrients are retained for the corn crop following.
Although the new manure storage hasn’t yet been
emptied, Ryan anticipates continuing with this approach
and likely using a custom contractor to apply the liquid
manure via a dragline system.
The 1000 acres currently cropped are clay and sand soils,
depending on the location, and are typically in need of
lime. Ryan finds a minimum till approach generally works
well. They use a minimum till disc before corn, no till the
wheat after soybeans and about half the soys are no till at
this point. Ryan likes to use a planter for beans rather
than a drill, which reduces cost by decreasing the plant
populations (less seed/acre), and he finds it to be a more
accurate approach.
continued on page 7…
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continued from page 6…
All of the corn is conventional but they have moved away from neonic-treated seed already and are
using the new Pioneer alternative. Beans are still neonic-treated, for now. Ryan is noticing some
glyphosate-resistant species on the farm, particularly Canada fleabane. They are also dealing with
Invasive Phragmites, or Common European Reed, in waterways and near ditches. As with many
invasive species, this outcompetes native plants for water and nutrients decreasing plant
biodiversity, and farmers need to be cautious not to spread it through root fragments and seed.
Wrightway Farms are doing some variable rate work and some fungicide trials on corn at the tassel
stage. Ryan would like to do more aerial work, but that’s challenging due to the proximity to
airports. He is considering more use of GPS and moving to auto-steer. The challenge is that with the
excellent equipment maintenance program they have through his Uncle Lloyd on the farm, they
find equipment lasts longer and it’s hard to implement the newer technology on older equipment,
even when it’s well maintained.
Alliance Agri Turf does soil sampling for the farm, with grid sampling completed early this spring,
and provides some agronomic advice. Otherwise, Wrightway Farms does all of their own work. The
on farm grain storage provides enough capacity that they can store all of their own corn. Wrightway
produces enough extra hay to sell to the horse hay market.
Ryan has thoughts to expand on the crop side, but land is a tough commodity in Caledon.
Agricultural land, as a percentage of total land in Peel Region decreased by 4% from 2006 to 2016,
while the number of rented acres overall remains relatively steady, the number of owned acres in
agriculture decreased dramatically (2016 Census of Agriculture). Ryan finds that often rented acres
are not the best quality land, but it’s hard to implement a long term investment program based on
5 to 10 year land leases. As a result, he is considering looking at some land a bit north of Caledon.
continued on page 8…
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continued from page 7…
While the farm is still a
partnership now, the
succession plan is being
implemented and will be
completed down the
road after Ryan and
Natalie are married.
Scaling back a bit on the
crop side has allowed
Keith some time to
dabble with beef cows
as a hobby. Ryan
envisions a cow-calf
operation, perhaps, as
they have some pasture
land and used to run
some beef cattle.
Ryan’s mom Joanne
looks after the farm’s
Facebook account and
coordinates the books.
Keith and Joanne, along
with Roy and Edna, still live at the home farm location, and Lloyd’s equipment repair shop also
continues to service all of the farm equipment from there.
Ryan and Natalie met at Ridgetown and are currently planning their August wedding. The couple
plan to marry near Exeter, where Natalie grew up. While the farm and wedding planning take up
much of their time, Natalie and Ryan make time for many other farm and non-farm related
activities.
Natalie did a lot of sports in high school, and the couple are currently involved with baseball,
soccer and volleyball. In the winter, they like to snowmobile. Ryan was involved in 4H as a kid and
now likes to spend his time in competitive plowing. He competes at the International Plowing
Match each year, after competing in local matches, typically in Peel-Dufferin, Halton, Wellington
and Simcoe. He’d like to take up antique plowing as a hobby down the road.
Ryan has also supported Natalie’s interest in plowing, acting as her plow coach. She didn’t operate
tractors on her family’s farm and only started driving tractors with Ryan. She was the 2016
Dufferin-Peel Queen of the Furrow and enjoyed competing with the other local queens and
promoting local ag events. The couple plan to host the local plowing match this year, which usually
draws 40 or 50 competitors and a bunch of exhibiting and sponsoring equipment dealers.
The couple also volunteer their time and are involved with a number of local associations and enjoy
hosting related events, including Peel Milk Committee, Halton/Peel Holsteins as well as Peel
Federation and Dufferin-Peel Plowman’s, where Ryan services as 2nd Vice-President and Vice
President, respectively.
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Peel
Environmental
Farm Tour
The Peel Rural Water Quality Program presents
a bus tour of local farms to view interesting
environmental projects and learn how they are
improving farm business operations.

Wednesday, September 13, 2017
9:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Meet at the Brampton Fairgrounds
12942 Heart Lake Rd, Caledon
Bus departs at 9:15 a.m.

The tour will include:

lly
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www.trca.ca/rcwp

t Opportunities to speak directly with host farmers
about their projects.
t A presentation on how invasive species impact
soybean yields.
t Funding Opportunities: Learn about free technical
and financial assistance available to help you.
For more information and to register, visit creditvalleyca.ca/events
or call 1-888-872-2344 ext 5349

Municipal Biosolids Application Using 4 R’s
Nutrient Management Stewardship
Mark Janiec, CCA-ON, 4R’s NMS, P.Ag.
Terratec Environmental Ltd.

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!!

4R Nutrient Management Stewardship is a combination of economic, social and environmentally
responsible application of nutrients using the 4R’s approach*. Are municipal biosolids and other
Non-Agricultural Source Materials (NASM) land applied with a NASM Plan being managed keeping
these principles in mind and can the industry make improvements?

!What are the 4R’s?
!The 4R’s is a scientific based concept which embrace the following nutrient management

principles: using the right source of nutrient, applied at the right rate, used at the right time and
applied in the right place. This concept or philosophy includes environmental, economical and
social aspects when applying nutrients to agricultural soils and is site specific**.

!

Nutrient Management Regulation: Ontario Regulation 267/03

!Ontario’s Nutrient Management Regulation (NMReg’s) includes many of the 4R concepts. Some of
the land application standards which must be followed and that affect nutrient application are:
!• Minimum depth to ground water
•
•
•
•
•
•

Separation distance to surface water and wells
Tracking of all land applied nutrients and metals
Reduction in application volume based on season, hydrologic soil group, slope and proximity to
water
No application when the soil is frozen or snow covered
Application volume adjusted for top spreading or injection of material
Odour classification of nutrients and increased setbacks to minimize neighbour conflicts

!When applying liquid material within 150 meters of a watercourse, application rates may need to
be adjusted based on time of year, hydrologic soil group and slope. Example: a fine textured soil
(clay) on a 9% slope in mid-May will have a 42% reduction in application rate in this zone due to
higher runoff potential compared to application to the same field in July.
continued on page 11…
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continued from page 10…
Also, the NMReg’s allows municipal biosolids to only be land applied in Ontario from April 1November 30. December to the end of March is defined as the “restricted period” (winter) and
biosolids cannot be applied during this time.

!NMAN/AgriSuite Computer Program
!Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affair’s (OMAFRA), NMAN computer program is an

excellent planning tool that is used by Certified NASM Plan Developers that tracks and accounts for
all sources of nutrients applied to a farmer’s field. NMAN creates a realistic nutrient budget,
recording the addition of nitrogen, phosphorous and metals (many of which are considered
beneficial micronutrients, i.e. zinc) to the soil based on the most recent 4 month nutrient analyses
of the material. The nutrient budget is based on the farmer’s realistic yield potential and most
recent soil analysis from an OMAFRA accredited laboratory.

!NMAN will indicate to the user, both regulatory and BMP “Stop Signs” if nutrient management sound
practices or legislation is not being followed. In some cases, multiple applications and sources of
nutrients, which include commercial fertilizer, manure, municipal biosolids and other organic
amendments can be applied over 5 years. The NMAN program will track the solids, nutrient and
metal additions to ensure that the 5-year legislative limit is not exceeded.

!After an application of biosolids has been applied to a farmer’s field, they receive a Post

Application Report (PAR) which summarizes the amount of nutrients and metals applied to the field.
This is a great way to track the amount of nutrients and micronutrients received in pounds/ acre or
kilograms/hectare and potentially make fertilizer reductions but the PAR also indicates and
summarizes the percentage applied of the 5-year allowable safe limit.

!Industry Challenges
!Some of the challenges facing the industry include:
!• Will the farmer adhere to and follow the NASM Plan?
•
•
•
•
•

Does the farmer report changes in the fertilizer program to the NASM Plan Developer?
Most municipal biosolids are applied in the late summer, early fall. Is this the best timing?
Does the industry and contractors always follow 4R BMP’s?
Recognizing the need for site specific, variable rate application of municipal nutrients which is
not permitted under the NMReg’s
Providing the farmer with the best available nutrients for the crop, i.e. cake vs liquid biosolids
vs municipal compost

!Summary
!The right source-rate-time-place concept is incorporated into many aspects of the land application
process when applying municipal nutrients. The NMAN computer program is an excellent tool in
creating a nutrient budget and determining an acceptable application rate. Following the 4R
principles includes the responsible use of all nutrient sources as well as providing a sustainable
agriculture and food production system.

!!
*Ontario 4R Nutrient Management Stewardship Guide, April 2016

**4R Plant Nutrition, A Manual for Improving the Management of Plant Nutrition, North American
Version
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FarmSmart Municipal Biosolids Education Day!
March 23, 2017!
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!
North Niagara Soil & Crop
Equipment rentals for 2017

!
Lime spreader – 3 tonne capacity
Contact Robert Cosby 905-957-0147
Narrow row spreader for grapes

!
No-till corn planter – John Deere 6 row 30”
$12.00 per acre – “BEE” friendly
Overhauled in 2016
Contact John VanderWerff

905-957-3569

!
3 shank sub soiler
5 shank sub soiler
Contact John Sikkens 905-536-7521

!
To rent this equipment you will need a valid club membership card available
for $30 per year, or be a member in good standing of another county.
Contact Ingrid Sikkens

905-386-6507
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ONTARIO FORAGE
MASTERS
COMPETITION

DEADLINE JULY 15, 2017

FOR MEMBERS:
TWO WAYS TO
PARTICIPATE!
ONLINE:
http://www.ontariosoilc
rop.org/association/ass
ociationmembership/ontarioforage-masters/

The Ontario Forage Masters is
a program promoting
excellence in the growing,
harvesting and storage of
forages by acknowledging
outstanding producers that
employ winning management
practices.
The newly refined program
takes a page from the very
successful Environmental
Farm Plan, with the emphasis
on education. The SelfAssessment Package contains
a great deal of valuable
information, divided between
3 modules, consisting of 45 questions in total. These questions, along
with soil and feed analysis reports, will be used for scoring purposes to
determine the top Regional winners.

SPONSORS:

PAPER:
Download a PDF copy
of the Self-Assessment
package (link above) or
obtain one from your
regional Director or
RCC. Complete and
submit by mail to the
Guelph office by:

July 15, 2017.

ONTARIO SOIL & CROP
IMPROVEMENT
ASSOCIATION (OSCIA)
1 Stone Road West
Guelph, ON N1G 4Y2
519-826-4214
www.ontariosoilcrop.org
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FarmSmart  Expo  provides  progressive,  

Timetable

leading  edge,  hands-on  field  stations  that  examine  
current  issues  in  crop  production,  to  advance  farm  
operations.

8:30

Topics  this  year

9:30  

Registration  opens

9:10     Introductions
Start  of  first  session

Soil  Health  Interpretive  Centre  Initiatives  and  
New  Research  Platforms

12:00   Lunch  (provided  by  Alma

A  Close  Look  At  Tillage  Erosion

4:30  

Understanding  Soils  and  the  Tools  that  Enhance  
that  Understanding

Cost            (Pre-registration  encouraged)  

Western  Bean  Cutworm  Identification,  Scouting  
and  Management

Ladies)
Have  a  safe  trip  home

OSCIA  members!  $80

Non-members  $115  

Exploring  Organic  Amendment  Options  for  Row  
Crop  Farming

(includes  1  year  membership)

Weed  Control  Options  in  Row  Crops

WALK  IN  RATE  $115  (no  membership  
benefit)

7. P  &  K  Management  Options  for  Optimizing  Crop  
Production  and  Environmental  Protection
8. Understanding  the  Implications  of  Sprayer  Tank  
Cleanout  Shortcomings  and  their  Impacts

Students  $40  

Discounted  Rate  deadline:    
Monday,  July  10th,  2017.
Keeping  in  Touch

      @FarmSmart17        #FSExpo17

goldenhorseshoe is provided by the Golden Horseshoe Soil and
Crop Improvement Association in cooperation with the local
associations in the counties/regions of Brant, Haldimand, Halton,
Niagara North, Niagara South, Norfolk, Peel, Wentworth (City of
Hamilton) and the generous support of our agribusiness and
newsletter contributing sponsors.
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